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ROTOauA, New Zealand
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The Hon. Geraldine Ferraro
House of Representatives
WASHINGTON, n.c. U.S.A.
Dear Congresswoman Geraldine

1984
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NEW ZEALAND - ISLANDS OF SANITY IN AN
OCEAN OF PEACE
This is what we would like our New Zealand to be ••• but we are
going in the opposite direction while we remain aligned to one of
the nuclear superpowers, both of whom seem dedicated to using our
planet's resources to produce weapons of death.
Sincere congratulations on your appointment as Democratic Presidential running-mate. Every time a woman is chosen tor a position
of high office, I think the hearts of women everywhere are lifted.

•••

A Presbyterian Church minister (Ray Galvin) has taken one year's
absence from church duties to devote his full time to Peace. He has
written a small book A NUCLEAR-FREE NEW ZEALAND ••• NOW. (Copy
enclosed). At a recent workshop here in Rotorua, he suggested that
Peace Group members and others might write to political officeholders both in N.Z. and U.S., asking the U.S. ones to do what they
can to stop their country putting pressure on our Government to change
(i.e. its NO NUKES policy. Response ot our new Prime Minister, Mr
Lange, would I am sure be NO SHOW).
The 'goodies' on the U.S. list - the sympathetic ones - were:
Senator Mark Hatfield (Republican)
Senator Edward Kennedy (Democrat)
Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro {Democrat)
The 'baddies' - the unsympathetic ones - were:
Pres. Ronald Reagan
Vice President George Bush
Secretary ot Defense Caspar Weinberger
Secretary of State George Schultz
After due consideration, I decided to write only to the three 'goodies'
because I think the difference in wave-length of the others is wellnigh impenetrable.
We have many people in New Zealand working for peace. Our recent
election on 14 July - when tb.e Bastille/Beehive was at last stormed
by Labour - was followed in almost indecent haste by a visit on the
following Monday - 16 July - from your Secretary of State Geo. Schultz.
Tnis visit was eitb.er the result of an invitation by the previous
National Government, or at Schultz's own invitation, to try and manipulate things his way, witn a Government not even sworn in.
By this time we b.ave documented evidence tnat the majority of
New Zealanders want a Nuclear Free New Zealand, leading to a Nuclear
Free Pacific under the United Nations, and of course nopefully to a
Nuclear Free World.
A total of 64% ot our population of 3,000,000+ voted against
protection by nuclear means, leaving only one party - the ousted
Government - with 36% ot the population voting for the status guo.
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Not everyone would agree, of course, that people voted on a single
issue (there were many) but the fact that it was the nuclear issue
which precipitated a snap general e1ection instead of waiting until
November was strong evidence of its importance.
What happened was that there was an Opposition (Labour) bill in
Parliament for a Nuclear Free N.Z. The National Govt. - having limped
along for 3 years with a majority of one - was in a tighter corner
than usual. They knew that their two rebel MPs were going to vote
with the Opposition - so they deferred the bill until a rebel Labour
MP who had indicated that he was going to vote with the Govt. returned
to the country. During the bitter Parliamentary debate, the Leader
of the House actually said "Even if this bill passes Parliament, we
will not recommend it to the Governor-General for signature" •••
which horrified most democratically-minded NZers, but was merely the
last of many such trends in the last 9 years, particularly the last 3.
The Muldoon administration brought N.Z. to the brink of dictatorship ••• but at least had the effect of rousing Kiwis from their long
sleep. I have been an environmental/anti-apartheid/peace activist for
a long time · (being in our original Values Party - equivalent of West
German 'Greens') and was really gratified that it was the nuclear issue
which at last contributed to this awakening. There were two major
parties contesting the election: (1) National (2) Labour; followed
by (3) Social Credit (4) New Zealand Party (a new party dedicated to
ousting Muldoon - right-wing, founded by a property millionaire but stran¥ely, among all its 'money' policies, having a PEACE policy
also) (5) Values Party (6) Mana Motuhake Party (our only indigenous
Maori party). Out of these 6 olitical arties
were anti-nuclear.
Anti-nuclear vote 64%, Pro-nuclear 3
- so this time the U.S. Govt.
can hardly say - as they have in the past - that N.Z. has a mandate
to be in ANZUS.
As I said before, it was a cause of satisfaction to me that it was
the nuclear issue which had precipitated a snap election, and probably
the downfall of the National administration; but another cause of
rejoicing was that it was a WOMAN who really triggered events.
One of those two Government 'rebel MPs' - Marilyn Waring - had been a
thorn in Muldoon's side for years. Actually they could have scraped
through until November; but Muldoon suddenly decided (14 June) he
would have a snap election on 14 July. He had to have a scapegoat and who better than Marilyn?. So, with the ostensible reason that
with two rebel MPs he did not have the assurance of a caucus, and
blaming Marilyn in particular, he thought he would have the final~
say in 'putting her down'.
I'm not sure whether she resigned, or was
sacked, but at all events the 9 years she had spent in a mostly-male
Government had become quite intolerable. The real reason for snap
election was probably tb.at he couldn't get a budget together - because
we had been bankrupt for years, but it was finally becoming visible •••
and even a megalomaniac must eventually feel the chill wind of public
disapproval.
FATE OF THE EARTH ••• by Jonathan Schell.
•••

I was so moved by this book that I copied out the two last pages.
It has been written so thoughtfully, and with
(copy enclosed).
such depth, that I hope you will find the time to read it just as
thought fully.

,
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WALL MAP OF NUCLEAR-WEAPON FREE ZONES IN N.z.
•••

This map (enclosed) corroborates the voting in the general election
(roughly two-thirds/one-third).
These nuclear-tree zones within N.Z.
are not easily declared. In Rotorua, tor instance, we had to try three
times before we convinced a very conservative local council that the
majority of their ratepayers did not wish to be defended by nuclear
weapons on moral and ethical grounds, and wished to state so.
The large empty spaces on this map may be partly a reflection of
smaller population - but they more accurately represent a much larger
sheep population - both of the two- and four-legged variety!).
Geraldine. Studying th.is map, I note that Geraldine is absent •••
a small town in North Canterbury not too tar from Cnristchurch.
We'll have to see what we can do about this. Perhaps a few words ot
encouragement from you would do the trick, dear Geraldine???.
General/president Eisenhower said that ttTne people of the world want
peace eo much that one of these days Governments are going to have to
get out or their way and let ttlem have it" ••• and it was Einstein who
lamented that "In a nuclear age, all bas changed eacept man's way or
thinking••• and herein lies our tragedy".
On my wall I have a lovely large poster with a picture of a baby seal,
captioned "Everybody needs somebody, sometimett. I would like to enlarge
this someone/somewhere/sometime ttleme by referring you to p.27 ot Ray
Galvin's book ••• "Instead it could have the positive effect of showing
both superpowers that someone somewhere is willing to stand up and say
NO to their dangerous nuclear games".
On another wa ll I have a
blown-up photograph entitled THE COURAGE OF PEACE. It shows a surfboard rider with a CND banner under the very bows of the USS LONGBEACH,
symbol of U. S. military might, visiting Auckland Harbour in 1977.
What really haunts me, and a majority of New Zealanders, is that,
in the event of a nuclear war breaking out, by accident or design,
we in New Zealand are morally as responsible as the U.S. tor the
pressing ot the nuclear button, by having placed ourselves in the
position ot a nuclear ally.
The latest news seems to be that the Democrats are in for a nard
fight. I realise no-one can tully understand the complex nature or
u.s. politics ••• however, I am more long-sighted than short-, and I can
see from here that the Democrats have only one chance of winning in November, and possibly the world has only one chance. That one chance(given
the great longing ot all peoples tor PEACE) is to announce NOW a total
nuclear .freeze as Democrat policy; unilateral disarmament and complete
cessation or turther manufacture of nuclear weapons. Any child could
understand that in a two-way race, it requires only that one withdraws
tor the race to STOP.
With one contestant in ttlis arms race being Communist and the other Christian, it should be obvious which one should
be the first ••• it any justification tor such a ctlange in stance is
required, it is only that America is a Christian country - and intends
to act like one for a change.
My final paragraph I will leave to Jonathan Schell ••• "Either we
will awaken to the truth of our peril, a trutb as great as life itself,
and like a person who nas swallowed a lethal poison but shaKes off his
stu~or at the last moment and vomits the poison up, we will break through
the layers of our denials, put aside our r:inthearted excuses, and rise
up to cleanse the earth or nuclear weapons •
Love and peace
Encls. (3)

..

The following text is from the last two pages
of Jonathan Schell's FATE OF THE EARTH.
Reproduced here because it must surely represent
one of the most poignant expressions not only
of the FATE OF THE EARTH, but of every human
being - present and future. It sets out the
effect which the nuclear proliferation has on
each one ot us, either consciously or unconsciously.

"At present, most of us do nothing.
calm.

We are silent.

We look away.

We remain

We take refuge in the hope that the holocaust

won't happen, and turn. back to our individual coooerns.
truth that is all around us.

'lie deny the

Indifferent to the future of our kind,

we grow indifferent to one another.

We drift apart.

We grow cold.

We drowse our way toward the end of the world.
But if once we shook off our letnargy and fatigue and began
to act, the climate would change.

Just as inertia produces despair -

a despair often so deep that it does not even know itself as despair arousal and action would give us access to hope, and life would start
to mend;

not just life in its entirety but daily lite, every

individual life.

At that point, we would begin to withdraw from our

role as both the victims and the perpetrators of mass murder.

We

would no longer be the destroyers of mankind but, rather, the gateway through which the future generations would enter the world.
Then the passion and will that we need to save ourselves would flood
into our lives.

Then the walls of indifference, inertia, and cold-

ness that now isolate each of us from others, and all of us from
the past and future generations, would melt, like snow in spring.
E.M. Forster told us, "Only connect!".

Let us connect.

Auden told us, "We must love one another or die".

Let us love one

another - in the present and across the divides of death and birth.
Christ said "I come not to judge the world but to save the world".
Let us, also, not judge the world but save the world.

By restoring

our severed links with life, we will restore our own lives.

Instead

of stopping the course of time and cutting off the human future, we
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would make it possible for the future generations to be born.
Their inestimable gift to us, passed back from the tuture into
the present, would be the wholeness and meaning of life.
Two paths lie before us.

One leads to death, the other to life.

If we choose the first path - if we numbly refuse to acknowledge the
nearness of extinction, all the while increasing our preparations
to bring it about - then in effect we become the allies of death,
and in everything we do our attachment to life will weaken:

our

vision, blinded to the abyss that has opened at our feet, will dim
and grow confused;

our will, discouraged by the thought of trying

to build on such a precarious foundation anything that is meant to
last, will slacken;

and we will sink into stupefaction, as though

we were gradually weaning ourselves from life in preparation for
the end.

On the other hand, if we reject our doom, and bend our

efforts toward survival - if we arouse ourselves to the peril and
act to forestall it, making ourselves the allies of life - then
the anaesthetic fog will lift:

our vision, no longer straining not

to see the obvious, Will sharpen;
to build on, will be restored;

our will, finding secure ground

and we will take full and clear

possession ot life again • . One day - and it is hard to believe
that it will not be soon - we will make our choice.

Either we will

sink into the final coma and end it all or, as I trust and believe,
we will awaken to the truth of our peril, a truth as great as life
itself, and, like a person who has swallowed a lethal poison but
shakes off his stupor at the last moment and vomits the poison up,
we will break through the layers of our

denial~

put aside our

fainthearted excuses, and rise up to cleanse the earth of nuclear
weapons".
THE END ••••

Jonathan Schell's
FATE OF THE EARTH.
PICADOR paperback

•
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As at June 1, 1984

BIRKENHEAD 22,300
MT WELLINGTON 19,527
NORTHCOTE 10,056
NEW LYNN 10,446
ONE TREE HILL 11,083
/HOK~GA 4707
PAPATOETOE 21,800
TAKAPUNA 68,600
KOKUKOHU:COMM. 147_
MT ROSKILL 33,500
* RAWENE 360
l
MT ALBERT 26,463
* WHANGAREI 37 ,400
MT EDEN 18,306
~
. HOWICK 13,866
OTAMATEA 6372
WAITEMATA 93,500
NEWMARKET 1350
~GT BARRIER IS. 573
GLEN EDEN 9710
\J HELENSVILLE 1250
PAPAKURA 23,200
*
~--COLVILL~ 120
ELLERSLIE 5394
.MANUKAU CITY 173,000
WAIHEKE IS 3678
DEVONPORT 10,410
COROMANDEL COMM. 945
..._..,...,.....,___ _ _ _ _ __, * * PUKEl(OH~ 8921
AUCKLAND CITY 144,963
*TUAKAU2Q~ WAIHI 3550
RODNEY 35,543
*~ KARANGAHAKE 100
HENDERSON 6670
HUNTLY ..6534
EAST COAST BAVS 33,400
HAMILTON C[TY 93,600
ONEHUNGA 15,346
\
*CAMBRIDGE 8503
WAIUKU 3660
RAGLAN 9764
--OTAHUHU 10,250
·TOKOROA *
~ ROTORUA
FRANKLIN 18,850
18,630 .
60,000

*

1,972,257 PEOPLE
OVER 61% OF NEW
ZEALANDERS LIVE IN
86 NUCLEAR WEAPON
FREE ZONES
.

.
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SEA

N

NEW PLYMOUTH
38,279

NORTH

*

ELTHAM BOROUGH 2412
ELTHAM COUNTY 2490

WAN~*

IS LAND

*OHAKUNE 1770
1i NAPIER 49,000

37,011

• -' PORIRUA,
/VI

A 1

1 n'l

'

*----+-PALMERSTON NTH
61,400
*LEVIN 14,619
I

---L LOWER HUTT 63,190
u r rL.n

REEFTON 1200

UI I ' .

vu

*

RUNANGA 1263
GREYMOUTH 8103

s

I

WELLINGTON 135,687
WELLINGTON HARBOUR BOARD

INANGAHUA 1017

HOKITIKA 3414

I ' " ' ,I

ARTHURS PASS
49
RANGIORA
6377
MALVERN
6608

*

*/
* *
**

WESTLAND 6015

**

SOUTH

ISLAND

.
CHRISTCHURCH 164,679
HEATHCOTE 8840
LYTTELTON 3183
'Jt MT HERBERT 1100
AKAROA 1751
WAIREA 713

N.W.F.Z. WALL MAP DISPLAY
1. ADD NEW N.W.F.Z.'s TO YOUR MAP WHEN DECLARED.
2. A N.W.F.Z. UPDATE WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST.
3. INFORMATION ON NUCLEAR AND PEACE ISSUES AND
HOW AREAS BECOME N.W.F.Z.'s ON REQUEST.
4. SEND $2.00 FOR EXTRA N.W.F.Z. WALL MAP.
5. WE RELY ON PUBLIC SUPPORT TO FINANCE THE
N.W.F.Z. CAMPAIGN.

ROXBURGH
759

*

INVERCARGILL
50,000

6. ANY NEW N. W .F

*

SILVERPEAKS 12,264
MOSGIEL 9264

*

.z. 's ? SEND INFORMATION TO US NOW.

7. NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION: $10.00 PER YEAR.
N.Z. NUCLEAR FREE ZONE COMMITTEE,
P.0. BOX 18-541, CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z.

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN

DECLARE NEW ZEALAND A NUCLEAR WEAPON FREE ZONE: WITH POSITIVE NEUTRALITY,
ACTIVE PEACEMAKING AND SUPPORT FOR A SOUTH PACIFIC NUCLEAR WEAPON FREE ZONE
NEW ZEALAND NUCLEAR FREE ZONE COMMITTEE
. P.O. BOX. 18~41, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND

...Over 61 % of the New Zealand population covered by local
Nudear Weapon-Free Zones is a world record among nations not
yet declared complete Nuclear Weapon-Free Zones.

POSTER $2.00
BOX 18541
CHRISTCHURCH

Population figures based on N.Z. Government Monthly
Abstract of Statistics November - December, 1983

